Depth Estimation is usually treated as a supervised and regression problem when it actually is very similar to semantic segmentation task since they both are fundamentally pixel-level classification tasks. We applied depth increments that increases with depth in discretizing depth values and then applied Deeplab v2 [1] and the result was higher accuracy. We were able to achieve a state-of-the-art result on the KITTI dataset[2] and outperformed existing architecture by an 8% margin.
Related Work
Depth Estimation usually involves trying to estimate dense or sparse depth map given images. A common approach usually involves using stereo images. Points of correspondence are located in the stereo pairs and then depth is estimated by triangulation. [3] did a taxonomy of stereo correspondence algorithms by comparing the performance of existing algorithms. It is also possible to learn depth estimation if it's posed as a supervised learning problem [4] . The labels are usually monocular cues in 2D images [6] [7] [8] . Markov Random Fields (MRFs) is usually used for getting global cues since some of the former features were merely local cues. MRF and supervised learning was used in Make3D [9] . [10] also gets global cues using Depth Transfer, which involves finding similar image in an already existing databases of images to the input image, then warping the candidate image and depth to align with the input image and finally using an optimization procedure to interpolate and smoothen the candidate depth values.
Using deep convolutional networks like VGG [11] and ResNet [12] , depth estimation performance has improved. [5] used a multi-scale network to predict depth, estimate surface normal and for semantic segmentation. [13] discretized depth with spatially increasing discretization (SID) and recast depth estimation as an ordinal regression problem. Semantic Segmentation is a task where the aim is to predict the class each pixel of an image belongs to. A popular approach in this area is the use of a fully convolutional network (FCN) for prediction [14] . A much more advanced approach is Deeplab v2 [1] . Input images were passed through a layer of atrous (dilated) convolutional network which helps with adjusting the field of view and control the resolution of the feature map generated by a deep convolutional neural network. A coarse score map is then produced which undergoes bilinear interpolation for upsampling and finally fully connected conditional random field (CRF) is used as a post-processing process which helps incorporate low-level details in the segmentation result since skip connections are not used here. In an attempt to close domain gaps, the main idea has been to reduce the gap between source and target distribution by learning embeddings that are invariant to domains such as in Deep Adaptation Network (DAN) architecture which generalizes simple convolutional network tasks to fit for domain adaptation [15] . The base convolutional neural network for Deeplab v2 is ResNet101 [12] which has been pretrained on Imagenet dataset [16] through transfer learning technique [17] .
Domain Adaptation involves trying to learn from a source distribution and predict on a target distribution. It is unsupervised when the source is labeled while the target is not. Deep Adaptation Network (DAN) tries to learn transferable features in task-specific layers which help generalize CNN for domain adaptation [18] . Deep CORAL can help unsupervised domain adaptation by aligning correlation of activation layers [19] .
Adaptation for Depth Estimation involves reducing the domain gap between a source distribution (usually a synthetic dataset) and a target distribution (usually a real dataset) while trying to accomplish the task of unsupervised depth estimation in the unlabeled target domain. There are some important recent works in this aspect. AdaDepth (Adaptation for depth estimation) uses a residual encoder-decoder architecture with adversarial set up to accomplish a pixel-wise regression task of monocular depth estimation [20] . [21] accomplishes the same task by combining adversarial techniques and style transfer. GASDA (Geometry-Aware Symmetric Domain Adaptation Network) is an architecture that exploits epipolar geometry in the target domain and labels in the source domain [22] .
Methods
This section first introduces the base architecture which was originally designed and is usually used for semantic segmentation and then how it was adapted for depth estimation by discretizing continuous depth ground truth. Each depth range is then treated as a class for semantic segmentation.
Deeplab for Semantic Segmentation
The base network used for this project is Deeplab v2. Prior to Deeplab, Fully connected convolutional networks were used for semantic segmentation [23] . They had a prominent feature which was skip-connections, which involves feeding the output of one layer as an input to another layer skipping some layers in between. FCN-8 has 2 skip connections, FCN-16 has 1 and FCN-32 has none. The skip connections help with incorporating low-level details to the results of semantic segmentation. Deeplab v2 had some important features as shown in Figure ? ?. Atrous convolution helps with adjusting the field of view and controlling the resolution of the feature map generated by a deep convolutional neural network.
Bilinear interpolation is used for upsampling and Fully connected CRF is done as a post-processing process which helps incorporated low-level details in the segmentation result since skip connections are not used here.
ASPP (Atrous spatial pyramid pooling) helps handle scale variability in semantic segmentation by adjusting the resolution of feature maps by applying various atrous rates and fusing the result. In order to properly frame depth estimation as a pixel-level classification problem which is exactly how semantic segmentation is done, then there's a need to discretize continuous depth values. This is done such that each bin of depth values can be treated as a class of its own. Two common methods used to discretize continuous depth values are uniform discretization (UD) and spatially increasing interval discretization (SID). Uniform discretization just divides the space between the interval [α, β] equally as shown in Fig 2. To divide the interval [α, β] into K classes, UD can be formulated as:
Spatially-Increasing Discretization
where d i ∈ d 0 , d 1 , ..., d K are depth interval boundaries. One challenge of using UD for discretization is that large depth values like the pixels belonging to the class "sky" will correspond to too many intervals or equivalently too many values.
They could become really noisy and influence the loss. One of the common ways of handling outliers is to apply a log function to them. This means log function is applied to the continuous depth values and then divided equally in the interval [α, β] . This is exactly what SID addresses. We still however treated depth values larger than 80m. Using SID to divide the interval [α, β] into K classes, we can formulate it as:
where d i ∈ d 0 , d 1 , ..., d K are depth interval boundaries.
Experiments
We now discuss the implementation details of our experiment, and our evaluation on two datasets KITTI [2] and SYNTHIA [24] .
Implementation details We used the publicly available deep learning framework pytorch [25] . Using ResNet-101 [12] as our feature extractor with Imagenet-pretrained weights, our model is trained for 100K iterations for KITTI and SYNTHIA with a batch size of 3 and initial learning rate of 0.00025 which applies a polynomial decay with the power of 0.9. We used weight decay of 0.0005 and momentum of 0.9. Eigen test split, the data augmentation techniques from [26] was used. Our model was trained on a 12gb RAM NVIDIA TITAN Xp GPU.
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Benchmark Performance
KITTI The KITTI dataset [2] contains images from cameras and depth sensors collected from a car. There are 61 total scenes. We used 23488 images from 32 scenes for training and 697 images from 29 scenes for testing [26] . The images were cropped to 420 x 800. We used SID to discretize the depth maps into 71 classes and ignored depth values beyond 80m during network loss calculations.
SYNTHIA We used the SYNTHIA dataset [24] because it's synthetic. We used the SYNTHIA-RAND-CITYSCAPES subset which has 9,400 labeled images. We also cropped to 420 x 800 for training and testing. Depth map was also discretized to 71 classes and depth values beyond 80m were also ignored.
Performance Table 1 shows the result of our performance compared to other existing models on KITTI. The metrics used for comparison are standards compared in [31] . Lettingd p and d p denote estimated and ground truth depths respectively at pixel p, T denote total number of pixels, the metrics used were calculated thus: Absolute Relative Error [9] ,
Root Mean Square Error [32] ,
log scale invariant Root Mean Square Error [26] ,
where α(d p , d p ) addresses scale alignment.
Accuracy under a threshold [7] δ < th = max(d
where th is a predefined threshold, we used 1.25, 1.25 2 and 1.25 3 We were able to get ∼ 8% improve in accuracy in terms of root mean squared error metrics. Our model also performed better in other metrics. Table 2 also shows the result of our model's performance on SYNTHIA. Qualitative results are also shown in Figures 3 and 4 . The results demonstrate that our model is applicable to outdoor data and synthetic dataset.
Conclusion
We've been able to demonstrate how a depth estimation task can be formulated as a semantic segmentation problem since the two tasks are fundamentally just pixel-level classification tasks at the core. Simply discretizing the depth map and treating the binned depths as classes and applying a state-of-the-art semantic segmentation network can produce a result that outperforms existing results. In the future, we would investigate domain gaps in monocular depth maps estimation and apply class balanced self training [33] to attempt to reduce the gap.
